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DOE/EPA/ECOLOGY Meeting
with the Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Program
on 100 D/H
MEETING PURPOSE: Discuss YN ' s comments on D/H PP and ROD
ATTENDEES: DOE Project Lead for DH Area, Tribal Program Manager and Tribal supp011;
EPA Lead, WA Dept. of Ecology lead, DOE Project lead forN ROD, YN ERWM Interim
Manager and staff
DATE and TIME: December 13 , 2017 from 9:00am-12:00pm
DOE opened the meeting by stating the purpose was to have a dialogue on YN ' s comments on
D/H proposed plan and ROD. The Yakama stated they want a "reset" on engagement with more
dialogue and more involvement in the RI/FS stage for future RODs.
The Y akama asked for clarification on their groundwater-related questions. A presentation was
given by Steve Balone entitled "Stontium-90 and Nitrate in 100-D/H Groundwater". YN stated
that their submitted comments on nitrates have been resolved. With regard to hexavalent
chromium the only remaining concern is the risk of rebound and the possibility of restart if
needed. DOE said implementation would be set in the RD/RA and evaluations made every five
years. EPA said that there is now EPA guidance regarding sampling in addition to the five-year
requirement. The RD/RA will contain the flexibility for re-assessment. With regard to
monitored natural attenuation, the YN want the source addressed as much as possible.
DOE/EP A/ECY stated they balance factors as required under CERCLA in deciding how much to
remove. YN suggested consideration of "focused RTD".
YN requested additional involvement in the 5-year Review process. DOE discussed the River
CoITidor Baseline Risk Assessment. That assessment found no evidence of ecological risk from
Sr-90 and concentrations were far below the risk-based ecological screening levels.
YN suggested additional involvement of the HNRTC. Suggested Action: Include additional
CERCLA topics on HNRTC agendas.
A presentation was given by Alicia Boyd entitled, "Waste Site Remediation at I 00-D/H
Institutional Controls."
The YN concern with regard to ICs is to understand where there are still human health direct
contact risks. YN prefers to address the waste up front and not rely on ICs. DOE re-offered to
work with the YN on a sampling plan to get a true read on any potential health threat to
traditional foods and medicines. YN suggested that there could be a future project that considers
YN long-term use and access. EPA suggested reading the Remedial Investigation for Hanford
Site Releases to the Columbia River Risk Assessment". (Hansen took action to locate the
document). That assessment concluded no operable unit needed for the Columbia River. The
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assessment was from Wanapum to Bonneville Dam and they sampled fish and found no impacts
from Hanford.
YN asked about how they had previously been involved in CERCLA decisions. DOE mentioned
that there was in the past one liaison per Tribe to send all the documents to and have meetings
and discussions with DOE, and over the years staff turned over and the RODS took longer than
expected and those meetings stopped and updates were provided in the quarterly technical
working sessions. For DH, DOE said it had offered consultation, provided a workshop with TriParties as well as had meetings with YN staff.
YN said it would follow-up officially with a letter to DOE by the end of December to address the
issues. They confirmed a meeting with the EPA on the B/C Area and stated they have issues and
concerns they want considered up front on N and K plans.

